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Overview 

▪Contract Rent vs. Market Rent

▪Conflicting Highest & Best Use

▪Properties with No Comparable Market

▪Valuation Involving Dedication

▪Pre-Existing Easements
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Contract Rent vs. Market Rent
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Contract Rent is Higher than Market Rent

▪Typical Approach:  “Undivided Fee Rule”

–Value property as if under one ownership, 

not considering leasehold interest (i.e., 

apply fair market rent – not contract rent)

–Delta between contract rent and market 

rent = bonus value
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Contract Rent is Higher than Market Rent

▪Contract Rent Higher than Market Rent:  

“Aggregate of the Interests Rule”

–Value property in condition in which it is 

taken, allowing owner to enjoy the 

enhanced value of a favorable lease.  

–See People v. Lynbar (1967) 253 

Cal.App.2d 870
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Contract Rent is Higher than Market Rent

▪Factors to Consider

–Long-term or Short-term Lease?

–How would lease be treated in open market?  
(County of Los Angeles v. American Sav. & 
Loan Ass’n (1972) 26 Cal.App.3d 7)

–Increased risk of default?

–Impact on Highest & Best Use?
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Contract Rent is Higher than Market Rent
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▪ Redevelopment of 

commercial shopping center 

into mixed-use 600 unit 

development

▪ Comps:  Entitled land value 

= $250,000/unit = $150 mil.

▪ Income Approach:  50-year 

NNN Ground lease at $10 

mil./year @ 5% cap = $200 

mil. 



Conflicting Highest & Best Use
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Conflicting Highest & Best Use

▪ General Rule:  “consistent use”

– Inappropriate to value real property interest 
different than or incompatible with other interests 
(FF&E, goodwill).  

▪ Emeryville Redevelopment Agency v. Harcros 
Pigments, Inc. (2002) 101 Cal.App.4th 1083

– Owner could not value the land for development, 
but then seek compensation for existing business / 
improvements, absent “interim value”

– Loss of improvements / business value caused not 
by “taking” but by inevitable transition of the 
property to the highest and best use
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Conflicting Highest & Best Use

▪ Unrelated Parties:  inconsistent use ok?

– Unrelated parties may seek compensation 
using different highest and best uses.  

▪ Redevelopment Agency of the City of San Diego 
v. Attisha (2005) 128 Cal.App.4th 357

– Consistent use doctrine does not necessarily 
apply/bind separate business owner, but still 
relevant to likelihood of future business 
operations.

– Business owner entitled to argue / claim 
existing use is highest and best use (not 
bound by agreement to which it is not a party).  
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Conflicting Highest & Best Use
▪ Highest and best use is presumed to be its current use.

▪ Valuation must take into account “the highest and most 
profitable use to which the property might be put in the 
reasonably near future…”  (People ex rel. Pub. Works Bd. v. 
Talleur (1978) 79 Cal.App.3d 690, 695.) 

▪ It is up to the party trying to establish a different highest and 
best use to prove there is a reasonable probability that the 
use would be permitted.  (Redevelopment Agency v. Contra 
Costa Theater, Inc. (1982) 135 Cal.App.3d 73.)

▪ The existence of a lease has direct bearing on the 
“reasonable probability” that the property could be put to a 
different use. 
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Conflicting Highest & Best Use

▪ Facts:  

– Agency condemns out leasehold interest.  Lessee of 

drive-in theatre argues highest and best use was for 

a flea market.

– Current lease did not permit that use, and no 

evidence lease would be amended or permission 

would be secured to put property to such use.  

▪ Outcome?

– Evidence of flea market use precluded.  (See 

Redevelopment Agency v. Contra Costa Theater, 

Inc. (1982) 135 Cal.App.3d 73.)
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Conflicting Highest & Best Use

▪ Facts:

– Agency condemns property subject to subsurface oil & gas leases 

for another 14 years.  

– Owner claims highest and best use is immediate light industrial 

development.  Evidence showed oil and gas companies had 

agreed to cooperate in property’s development.  

– Agency claims leases prevented property from such development 

for remaining lease term, valued property in current state.  

▪ Outcome?  

– Evidence of immediate industrial development permitted; no legal 

or practical impediments to development to highest and best use, 

especially in light of lessee cooperation.  (People ex rel. Dept. 

Pub. Wks. v. S & E Homebuilders, Inc. (1956) 142 Cal.App.2d 

105.)
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Case Study

▪Conflicting Highest and Best Use / 

Lease Terms Change Highest and Best 

Use

▪Land value as vacant higher than value 

as improved

▪But leases kept improved value intact
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Northeast Corner of Crenshaw Blvd. and

Rodeo Rd.
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Yum Yum Donuts
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Haven Burgers
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Conroy’s Flowers and 

Billboard
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Comparing Contract Rent to 

Market Rent
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Tenant Contract Rent Market Rent

Yum Yum Donuts $60,000 $51,744

Clean King Laundry $5,245 $113,940

Conroy’s Flowers $81,062 $68,400

Haven Burgers $90,600 $41,778

Clear Channel 46277 $3,400 $8,400

Clear Channel 48961 $17,000 $24,000

Total $337,307 $308,262



Valuation at Market Rent
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Added Value for Above Market Rent:  Yum Yum Donuts
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Summary of Value of Opinions
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Properties with 

No Comparable Market
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Properties with 

No Comparable Market
▪California eminent domain law provides 

that where there is “no relevant, 
comparable market,” a property’s value is 
to be “determined by any method of 
valuation that is just and equitable.”  (Code 
Civ. Proc., § 1263.320, subd. (b).)  

▪Added because legislature recognized that 
there “may be no relevant market for some 
types of special purpose properties such as 
schools….”
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Special Purpose Property -

Definition

▪ “Special use property” means property 

which is operated for a special nonprofit, 

tax-exempt use such as a school, church, 

cemetery, hospital, or similar property. 

▪ “Nonprofit, special use property” does not

include property owned by a public entity. 
(Evid. Code, § 824, subd. (b).)
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Special Purpose Property –

Definition

▪A property with a unique physical 

design, special construction materials, or 

a layout that particularly adapts its utility 

to the use for which it was built.*

*Appraisal Institute, Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, 6th Edition
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Special Purpose Property
▪ The appraiser must not automatically assume that a 

property is special-purpose simply because similar 

properties have been so classified.

▪ To be truly special-purpose, a property must have:

1) physical features peculiar to its specific use

2) no apparent market other than the current 

owner-user, and

3) no feasible economic alternate use.  The most   

convincing evidence that a property is, in fact, 

a special-use property is the absence of sales 

of similar property.*

*Appraisal Institute, Real Estate Valuation in Litigation, 2nd Edition
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Special Purpose Property –

How to Value?
▪ Non-profit special use property for which there 

is no relevant comparable market is to be 
valued based on 

– Cost of purchasing land +

– Reasonable cost of constructing similar 
improvements.  

▪ Method for determining compensation is based 
on the reproduction cost of the improvements, 
without taking into consideration any 
depreciation or obsolescence.  (Evid. Code,    
§ 824, subd. (a).)
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Special Purpose Property -

Valuation Issues

▪ “Using the cost approach to value a 

special-purpose property where no 

market exists will usually overstate the 

market value of the property unless 

deduction is made to reflect the lack of a 

market.”    (The Appraisal of Real 

Estate, 14th Edition, p. 355-356.)
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Special Purpose Property –

New West Example

▪ New West Charter Middle School v. Los Angeles 

Unified School Dist. (2010) 187 Cal.App.4th 831

– Because the facilities were owned by a public 

agency, the Evidence Code definition did not 

apply.  

– Even if the property did qualify as “nonprofit 

special use,” it could only be valued under 

Evidence Code section 824 if there was also no 

relevant comparable market. 
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Special Purpose Property -

Example

▪U.S. v. 50 Acres of Land (1984) 469 

U.S. 24

–Public condemnee is not entitled 

to payment for substitute facilities 

if there is an ascertainable 

market. 
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Special Use Property - Example
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Appraiser 1

▪Used Cost Approach

–Land Value under Sales Comparison 

Approach (commercial/residential sales) = 

$26.4 million

–Reproduction cost of improvements = $35 

million, depreciated to $14.9 million

▪Total value = $41.3 million
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Appraiser 2

▪Used Sales Comparison & Income 

Approaches (both vacant and as 

improved)
– Land Sales of Charter Schools = $14.24 million

– Improved Sales of Charter Schools = $9.85 million

– Income Approach = $9.5 million

▪Total Value = $14.24 million
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Does This Look Like a 

Special Purpose Property?
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How About Now? 
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Valuation:  Appraiser 1
Land Value $230,000 $25 per square foot

Improvements (RCN) $400,000

Depreciation ($200,000)

Depreciated Replacement Cost $200,000

Value by Cost Approach $430,000

Capitalized Billboard Income $180,000

Indicated Value $610,000
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Improved Sale Comparables: $91 to $133 per square foot of building

Valuation of Subject: 3,726 SF  x  $115 per square foot = $428,490

Added Value of Billboard Income: $180,000

Indicated Value by Sales 

Comparison:

$610,000



Appraiser 2 Applies Evidence 

Code Sec. 824 (a) 
Land value $415,000 $45 per square foot

Reproduction cost $990,000 Cost to build “similar” 

facility

Depreciation N.A.           .

Indicated Value $1,405,000 As a “non-profit, 

special purpose 

property”

Capitalized Billboard 

Income

$215,000

Value Conclusion $1,620,000
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Properties 

Subject to Dedication
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Properties Subject to Dedication

▪Dedication

–Local government agency requires 

property owner to dedicate property in 

order to develop site

▪Requirement

–must meet nexus and proportionality 

test
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Valuation of Dedication Areas
▪When property’s HBU is subject to a 

dedication requirement:

1. Value the property based on the HBU that 
does not trigger the dedication requirement;  

2. Value the property based on the HBU that 
triggers the dedication requirement, with only 
a nominal value provided for land that is 
subject to the dedication requirement.  

▪Value the property based on the analysis 
that results in the greatest amount of 
compensation
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Valuation of Dedication Areas

▪City of Fresno v. Cloud (1972) 26 

Cal.App.3d 113

– If land is valued based on a use that 

triggers a dedication requirement, 

dedication must be accounted for.  

– If the take is limited solely to the area that 

would be subject to dedication, the take 

should be valued based on the HBU that 

does not trigger the dedication 

requirement.
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Valuation of Dedication Areas

▪City of Porterville v. Young (1987) 195 

Cal.App.3d 1260

–Value of the take is based on 

agricultural use, because it could 

never be used for any other purpose
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Value of Dedication Areas

▪Contra Costa County Flood Control and 
Water Conservation Dist. v. Lone Tree 
Investments (1992) 7 Cal.App.4th 930

–When there is a reasonable probability that 
a public agency would require dedication 
as a condition of development, the take 
should be valued based on the use that can 
be made of the property in its undeveloped 
state.
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Example:  Land Subject to Dedication 

Requirement on Buena Vista Road
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Required Dedication is 

Only Part of Area to be Acquired
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Buena Vista Road Dedication 

Valuation of the Part Taken

Value of land for agricultural purposes $70,000 per acre, or $1.61 per square 

Value of land for residential development $8.00 per square foot

Without the street widening project, required 

dedication as a condition of approval for 

residential use is:

12 feet along frontage of property

Street widening project requires acquisition of: 20 feet along frontage of property
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Land area to be acquired for street widening: 20 feet x 600 feet = 12,000 sq. ft. 

Consisting of: 

Area within required dedication: 12 feet  x  600 feet  =  7,200 sq. ft.

Area not subject to required dedication: 8 feet  x  600 feet  =  4,800 sq. ft.



Two Approaches to Value the Part Taken:

▪ Method 1: Value the GROSS land area in the part taken 

based on land uses that do not require dedication: 

12,000 square feet x $1.61 per square foot = $19,320 

or

▪ Method 2: Value the land based on its potential 

residential use based on the NET land area after 

satisfying the dedication requirement:

4,800 square feet  x  $8.00 per square foot  =  $38,400

(7,200 sq. ft. required for dedication valued at zero)

▪ If all of the land to be acquired was within the area of 

required dedication, then the only methodology that 

yields a positive value would be Method 1.
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Project Influence Rule?

▪ City of Perris v. Stamper (2016) 1 Cal.5th 576

– Project Influence Rule:  if property being condemned is 

part of public project before dedication requirement in 

place, value should not be discounted to reflect the 

dedication requirement.  

– If the project gives rise to the dedication requirement, 

the dedication is a project effect and must be 

disregarded

– Requires appraiser to investigate the general 

applicability and timing of the dedication requirement. 
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Valuation Impacts of 

Pre-Existing Easements
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Valuing the Impact of Existing Easements 

in Property Being Acquired

▪Burden or Benefit?

▪The “undivided fee” rule?

▪Relocation?

▪ Impact on Developability?

▪Zones of value?

▪Existence of “comps?”
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Pre-Existing Easements

▪County Sanitation Dist. No. 8 of Los 

Angeles County v. Watson Land Co. 

(1993) 17 Cal.App.4th 1268, 1279

–“[I]f a public entity seeks to condemn an 

easement over land already subject to an 

easement, the value of the second 

easement is the difference in value of the 

strip of land before and after the imposition 

of the second easement. This value may 

only be nominal.”
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Pre-Existing Easements
▪People ex rel. Dept. Pub. Wks. v. 

Corporation Etc. of Latter-Day Saints 
(1970) 13 Cal.App.3d 371, 379

– “Where the property taken is not of a size and 
shape which renders it independently usable, it 
cannot be valued on the basis of the amount 
that a willing buyer would pay a willing seller 
for the land taken, for by definition there could 
not be a willing buyer and seller of unusable 
land. The property must be valued as a part of 
a larger whole.”
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Access Easement Example
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Access Easement Valuation

▪ How to value underlying land area?

▪ What % of value to apply for easement rights?

▪ Considerations?

–Area has little contributory value to HOA 

–Minimal interference with existing use 

(used as walking trail, but that area will 

remain)

–Subject to existing conservation easement, 

open to public
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Slope Easement Example
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Slope Easement Valuation
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▪How to value underlying land area?

▪What % of value to apply for easement 

rights?

▪Considerations?

–Area has little contributory value

–No interference with existing use or HBU



Undivided Fee Rule with or without 

consideration of “Zones of Value”
▪ Does the Undivided Fee Rule mean that each square foot 

of land has the same value? 

OR

▪ Can the appraiser employ a “Zones of Value” approach?

▪ A true story:

A public agency needed to acquire land for slope stabilization 

netting above Pacific Coast Highway. The taking was for 

2,000 square feet adjacent to the highway.  During settlement 

negotiations, the owner’s attorney proposed a stipulation 

based on the Undivided Fee Rule, requiring that each square 

foot of the larger parcel be assigned equal contributory value.
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The Southern Part of the Larger Parcel
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The Entire Larger Parcel
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18400 Coastline Dr.

▪ Larger parcel had two distinct severities of slope:

1) 12,000 square feet with an average 20% slope

2) 8,000 square feet with an average 80% slope

▪ Land sales of both types of land were available for 

analysis
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Zones of value:

12,000 square feet at $250 per square foot $3,000,000

8,000 square feet at  $1.00 per square foot  $8,000

Total land value  $3,008,000



What difference did the stipulation make?
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▪Zones of Value, value of the part taken:

▪2,000 sq. ft. x $1.00 per square foot = $2,000

Value based on Unified Fee/Equal Value for Each Square Foot Stipulation:

Total Land Value $3,008,000

Total Land Area 20,000 square feet

Average Land Value $150.40 per square foot

Value of the part taken based on stipulation: 

2,000 square feet x $150.40 per square foot = $300,800



Questions?

▪John Ellis:  jellis@irr.com

▪Brad Kuhn:  bkuhn@Nossaman.com
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